
Jamboree Sanctioning Guidelines and Technical Package 
 

This Sanctioning Guide and Technical Package, approved on _______________, supersede all other 

Sanctioning policies related to the Active Start divisions of play. This policy does not apply to U10 and 

U12 divisions.  

Jamborees may host participants in the FUNdamentals 2 division. Jamborees for FUNdamentals 2 may 

be held starting in late December to the end of the season. 

Jamborees will follow the game structure detailed in this technical package. Registration processes will 

follow current sanctioned event policy. FUNdamentals 2 division is not subject to current player pick up 

policies.  

1. Game Play 
1.1 Games will consist of two 16 minute running time periods.   

1.2 Substitions will occur on a buzzer every two minutes.  

1.3 All participants will have a 5 minute warm up prior to the start of a game and will be given a 

2 minute break in between periods.  

1.4 Score will not be kept. 

1.5 Each game will have two on ice coaches.  

1.6 Games will have on-ice officials to facilitate play.  

2. Game Format 
2.1 Teams attending Jamborees will be broken into squads of 10 to 12 players. 

2.2 Squads will play mini Ringette format.  

a. Nets are placed on the goalline and on the blue line to facilitate two games being 

played simultaneously.  

b. Game is 4 vs. 4 with a goalie in net.  

c. Goalie uses a stick only and changes on the buzzer.  

2.3 Squads rotate nets at the end of the period.  

2.4 Line Markings for Mini Ringette Games: 

a. Blue Line: One (1) blue line hand drawn for each game. Line is drawn half way between 

the two nets. If the half –way point falls on the Free Play Line hand draw a blue line 

over the free play line.   

b. Goalie Crease:  hand drawn in front of net on the blue line. Use standard goal crease for 

net on goal line  

c. Free Play Line: is not used at FUNdamentals 2 

2.5 Equipment for facilitating Jamboree Game Play 

a. Net size: MUST use right sized nets, size 52”  

b. Dividers between mini ringette games:  

i. Bumpers are not mandatory for Jamboree Game play but highly 

recommended.  



ii. Dividers are placed behind the nets on the blue line to show game 

boundaries.  

 

3. Rules governing play:  
a. Penalties: Play will be stopped for dangerous or rough play. Reason for stoppage 

must be explained to the participant and the participant loses possession.  

b. Out of Bound Rings: Athletes should be taught to stay inside the boundaries. If a 

participant or the ring goes out of bounds play is immediately stopped. Ring is 

given to the closest goalie for a goalie ring or coach can toss ring back in.  

c. Goal allowance per participant: coaches will encourage participants to make 2 

passes before shooting if they have scored 3 goals.  

d. Crease violations: Play is only stopped for crease violations if a participant doesn’t 

make an effort to stay out of the crease while they have the ring or while they are 

defending. Play continues if there is intent to avoid entering the crease.  

i. When play is stopped for a crease violation the ring is given to the Goalie for a 

goalie ring.  

4. Coach Certifications 
4.1 Coaches must be minimum of CSI Trained with all required additional screening completed.  

4.2 Each squad must have one female coach.  

4.3 During play a minimum of one coach from each squad must be on the ice.  

a. The coach on the ice must wear skates and a helmet when acting as the on-ice 

coach.  

5. Referees Qualification  
5.1 As part of the progression of the game Jamboree play will require one referee to officiate 

each of the active games. Meaning if two games are being played simultaneously the event 

host is required to have one referee on each game.  

5.2 Referees must be level 1 and up to referee FUNdamentals 2.  

5.3 Jamborees may request to use club volunteers in lieu of trained referees; this request must 

be made at the time of sanctioning.  

a. If an Event Host request to use volunteers in lieu of officials the volunteers must be 

on the ice and clearly visible to coaches and participants in their role as “acting 

referees”.  

5.4 Acting referees and trained officials should make every effort to explain stoppages to 

participants. Vocalization to participants is highly encouraged.  

5.5 Acting referees and trained officials should use all Ringette Canada Official signals when 

stoppages for violations occur to teach participants the signals of the larger game.  

 


